RUTH, Lesson 2

Answers to Lesson 1 Quiz
1: Naomi
2: TRUE
3: Ruth and Orpah
4: to go back to their own families
5: True
6: Mahlon
7: False
8: House of Bread
9: David
10: Jesus Christ
11: Lot
12: Israelites
13: Balaam
14: Solomon
15: The Moabite Stone
16: doctrines and promises
17: True
18: The Twelve Tribes
19: Faith
20: Essay Question; answers vary.

The answers to the Lesson 1 Quiz are shown above. Check your answers against the list. Note: sometimes your answers not be exactly as shown; you can be the judge of whether an answer meets the expectations of a question.

There were 20 questions on the Lesson 1 quiz. 
State the number of questions you answered correctly >>

Now, for the questions you missed, consult the text materials to determine what the correct answer should have been. This is for your own information, there is no number grade on these quizzes.

State whether you have competed your review of the answers [ Yes / No ]:

Lesson 2 Exercises

Your Name:

1. Naomi knows that Ruth will have no problem finding a husband in Judah. [ True; False ]
   Answer:
2. Marriage with a kinsman, to preserve the name and inheritance of a dead man, is called ________ marriage.
   Answer:

3. Naomi's attitude in returning home is one of [ faith and trust; happiness and excitement; worry and depression ]
   Answer:

4. Naomi and Ruth walked about _________ miles, from Moab to Bethlehem.
   Answer:

5. Naomi was well known in Bethlehem. [ True; False ]
   Answer:

6. Naomi suggested that the people call her "Marah," which means _________.
   Answer:

7. Naomi and Ruth returned to Bethlehem at [ the time of Passover; harvest time; spring time; on Naomi's birthday ].
   Answer:

OLD AGE

8. In Acts 4, the man who was healed was about [ 35: 40; 55; 70 ] years old.
   Answer:

9. When King Solomon reached old age, he wrote the book of _____________.
   Answer:

10. Titus 2 warns older people about the problems of [ gossip and negativity; physical infirmity; uncaring children; lack of money ].
    Answer:

11. In 1 Timothy 5, the widow was "well reported" for _________________.
    Answer:

WORRY / DEPRESSION

12. Worry is sometimes a sin. [ True / False ]
    Answer:

13. There are some kinds of problems that worry solves. [ True; False ]
    Answer:

14. The Bible teaches that the answer to worry is [ money; faith-rest; a night's sleep ]
    Answer:

15. Personal sin can lead to depression. The first step in solving the problem of personal sin is _____________.

PEACE

16. In the bible, peace is based on [a lot of Bible study; going to church regularly; a relationship with God; having Christian friends].
   Answer:

17. Fill in the blanks: "For God has not given us a spirit of fear, but of ________, and of ________, and of a __________ __________."  
   Answer:

18. Peace with God is never available apart from [doing good works; faith in Christ; a good church life].
   Answer:

19. The Peace of God is part of the answer to problems of [worry; depression; old age; economic troubles; all of these].
   Answer:

20. ESSAY QUESTION. Suppose an older person comes to you for advice. This person is having some of the same problems that Naomi experienced, such as anxiety about the future, disappointment, and distress in the loss of loved ones. What advice would you offer; and what scripture reading would you suggest to provide God's viewpoint on the situation?
   Answer:

End of Quiz